This paper studies the fault reconstruction problem for the continuous linear time-invariant system. A new disturbance-decoupled fault reconstruction design is proposed by cooperating with the idea of the adaptive sliding mode method. The new scheme does not impose restrictions on both the upper boundary of faults and the derivative of faults. Furthermore, the decoupling technique is used to deal with the disturbance input. Finally, simulation results are undertaken to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
In the last decade, automatic control systems have become more and more complex in order to meet the increasing demands for high production. This development calls for more system reliability, safety and dependability, which attracts compelling research interest on fields like state monitoring, fault diagnosis and fault tolerant control 1 . Furthermore, fault detection and isolation (FDI) plays an important role for timely detection of faults, especially in the field of active fault tolerant control.
Observer-based method is very fundamental tool to implement the fault reconstruction. The basic idea is to estimate the measured system outputs by using some kind of observer, then reconstruct the fault by utilizing the residual signal (error between the estimated output and the measured one). Many researchers focus on studies of sliding mode observer. The equivalent output injection concept based on sliding mode observer is used to reconstruct fault signal in Ref. 2. Ref. 3 proposes the FDI scheme with fault reconstruction capability for linear parameter varying system. Moreover, the adaptive method can also be used to design the fault reconstruction observer. A general framework in order to implement fast estimation is proposed in Ref. 4 by using the adaptive observer. In addition, fault reconstruction for nonlinear systems also attract many researchers' interest. The integrated design of observer-based fault detection for nonlinear system is addressed in Ref. 5. In this paper, our contribution is design of a fault reconstruction observer by using the idea of the adaptive sliding mode method. The condition that the upper boundary of faults should be known is not needed. Also, the method in this paper does not impose restrictions on the derivative of faults. Furthermore, the disturbance input is considered by using the decoupling technique.
The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, the problem formulation is addressed. The novel disturbance-decoupled fault reconstruction design is studied in Section 3. Section 4 provides an example to illustrate the theoretical result. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
Through this paper, the notation is standard. N I and nm  represent the identity matrix of dimension N and the set of nm  real matrices, respectively. n denotes the set of real n-vectors ( 1 n  matrices). The superscript T denotes transpose for real matrices.
Preliminaries
Consider the continuous linear time-invariant system:
is measured system output, () q ft represents the time-varying actuator fault and () s dt  is the disturbance input and model uncertainties. It is assumed that A , B , C , E and M are known constant real matrices with appropriate dimensions. The pair ( A , C ) is observable. Remark. 1 The actuator fault resulting from loss of effectiveness has been discussed in many researches. It can be regarded as the additive fault described in above system when the actuator is not totally damaged.
A novel disturbance-decoupled fault reconstruction design
In this section, we aim to design a fault reconstruction scheme such that the fault can be accurately estimated, even though there exists the external disturbance. The main idea is that designing a matrix decouples the system disturbance and utilizing residual information estimates the fault. The fault reconstruction observer for the faulty system is designed as
is observer gain matrix, and rp T   is the matrix for decoupling the disturbance.
Denoting that state error ( ) ( ) ( ) e t x t x t  and reconstruction error of the fault( )
, system error dynamics can be written as
In order to implement the disturbance-decoupled fault reconstruction scheme, the following assumption is given. 
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Hence, () V t L   (i.e., () Vt is uniformly bounded), which implies () rt , * L
Simulation Results
In this section, a simulation example on a vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) linear aircraft model is given to validate the effectiveness of the proposed fault reconstruction approach. The linearization dynamics of the aircraft can be described by system (1) 
In this example, we consider the actuator fault so EB  holds.
The decoupled matrix T in Eq.(5) can be designed as
it is easy to verify that 0 TCM  and rank( TCE )=2. The observer gain L in Eq. (3) We randomly choose initial states of the system. The disturbance signal follows Gaussian distribution ~(0, 0.2) d N . It is assumed that the fault signal ( ) f t has the following form: Note that the proposed fault reconstruction method can effectively estimate the actual additive fault. Fig.1 shows the performance of the proposed scheme. As expected, the fault reconstruction can accurately estimate the actual fault. Fig.2 shows the reconstruction error ( ) f t  , which can effectively validate the previous theoretical result.
Conclusion
The fault reconstruction problem for the continuous linear time-invariant system is studied in this paper. A new disturbance-decoupled fault reconstruction design is proposed. Conditions that both the upper boundary of faults and the derivative of faults are released. In addition, the decoupling technique is used to deal with the disturbance input.
